When the Sea Dragon Roars:
Hydrological Disasters and the High Qing Emperors
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Natural catastrophes that show no mercy to human sufferings have always threatened
Chinese society. Among various types of natural cataclysm, hydrological disasters
(largely to be related with floods or tsunami) 1 created the most frequent and
distressing tragedies that irked the Qing empire (1644-1912). In accordance with the
DaQing Shichao shengxun 大清十朝聖訓 (The sacred instructions of the ten reigns
﹝1616-1874﹞) and the Qing shilu 大清歷朝實錄 (The veritable records of Qing
dynasty), hydrological disasters of large magnitude occurred regularly since the reign
of Kangxi 康熙 (1662-1723). 2 In most of the studies which deal with natural
devastations in Qing China, contemporary scholars estimated the “average number”
of water hazards which occurred and sketched their catastrophic impact from the
seventeenth century to the nineteenth century. Most of these researches, however, did
not fully demonstrate the confrontation between natural calamities and emperors‟
behaviors, let alone how rulers understood and responded to natural catastrophes.3 By
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scrutinizing the DaQing Shichao shengxun, this article seeks to examine very briefly
how emperors narrated the origins and the destructive power of hydrological disasters
in the High Qing, so as to reconstruct a darker, yet fuller picture of the history of
natural disaster in Qing China.
To begin with, I will define the nature of hydrological disasters and briefly
illustrate how Qing Chinese described hydrological calamities in their writings.
According to the United Nations, water hazards can be divided into three categories:
ice-storm, tsunami, and floods. We will not find hard to understand that hydrological
disasters occur mostly because of heavy rainfall, earthquakes, or hurricanes. 4 In
essence, hydrological disasters denote violent, sudden and destructive changes in the
quality and quantity of the earth's water.5
Before we discuss how emperors narrated hydrological disasters, we should be
aware that the concepts of tsunami and floods nowadays are dissimilar from the ones
recorded in the imperial era. In modern times, whether a hydrological disaster is a
tsunami depends on its destructive range or level which can be calculated by
systematic and accurate scientific technology. Obviously people in the Qing period
did not have such calculation. Therefore, besides the term haixiao 海嘯 (meaning
tsunami in Chinese today), emperors as well as cultural elites applied various
vocabularies to describe tsunami. For example Cha Shenxing 查慎行 (1650-1727)
used haizai 海災 (the sea tragedy); Xu Fengen 許奉恩 (1862-?) used haihou 海吼
(roaring of the sea), and Chen Zuolin 陳作霖(1837-1920) used haifei 海沸 (the sea
boils up).6 For that reason it is difficult for us to compare whether a haixiao in
imperial China had similar impacts and devastating powers as the one we have
which existed in the Qing period, but not only focuses on the disastrous impacts that harmed the
state-economy, as the editor Zhu Fengxiang 朱鳳祥 tried to examine how natural calamities alter
human behaviors in a cultural perspective, although he omitted to address the tension between
emperors‟ attitude and water disasters. See Zhu Fengxiang, Zhongguo zaihai tongshi. Qingdai juan
(Zhengzhou: Zhengzhou daxue chubanshe, 2009).
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experienced today. However, in order to make readers more familiar with what I am
talking about, in this article I will still apply the word “tsunami” to include all
hydrological disasters which are related to the extreme rising of sea level in the Qing
period.
According to the DaQing Shichao shengxun, almost all emperors in the Qing era,
except the last one, commented on the origins and the nature of hydrological disasters,
even though they had different personalities, preferences and practices in acting
towards natural tragedies. Among them, emperors Kangxi (Aixinjueluo Xuanye 愛新
覺 羅 玄 燁 , 1654-1722, 1661-1722 on throne), Yongzheng 雍 正 (Aixinjueluo
Yinzhen 愛新覺羅胤禛, 1678-1735, 1722-1735 on throne) and Qianlong 乾隆
(Aixinjueluo Hongli 愛新覺羅弘曆, 1711-1799, 1735-1796 on throne) were the three
emperors who meticulously narrated hydrological disasters in the seventeenth and
eighteenth century.
Doubtless the period of High Qing has long been regarded as the most
prosperous phase (盛世 shengshi) throughout the Qing Dynasty,7 but unfortunately,
hydrological disasters existed recurrently in this golden age (pax sinica).8 As the only
leader of the country, Qing emperors paid special attention to tsunami and floods. In
general they expressed sorrow over victims suffered in these kinds of natural disasters
after they received memorials submitted by local officials. Along with their grief and
anguish over hydrological hazards, the three emperors sought to question why water
calamities existed during his reign. According to Mark Elvin, one view in late
imperial China was that “people were responsible for their weather.” Natural disasters,
in addition, are thought to have particular relevance to what the Upper sky thought of
the emperors‟ conduct.9 Elvin‟s idea even helps explain why High Qing emperors
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adopted an attitude to the verification by observation of moral-meteorological
causality. In fact, doctrinal moral meteorology did not appear in Qing decrees until
1653 (the period when emperor Shunzhi was on the throne). Faced with huge floods
in the capital, Shunzhi declared, “I suspect this (the flooding) must originate from my
lack of virtue. I should, therefore, reform myself.”10 Following this ideology, Kangxi
declared in an edict of 1678 that, “if human affairs go amiss down here below, then
the response of Heaven above will be as swift as that of a shadow or an echo.” 11 On
another occasion, he announced he had deliberated within the Palace on the reason
why such disasters occurred, and arduously sought ways to scatter it.12 Similar to his
grandfather, Qianlong also wrote a prayer in which he declared guiltily in 1747, “The
fault is not on the officials, or on the common people, but with your minister (stating
himself as the Heaven‟s minister), whose management grows worse day by day…
How can Heaven above, on account of the mistakes of one minister, tumble down
hydrological disasters that afflicts multitudes of common people.”13
Notwithstanding High Qing emperors continued censuring their performances
when the country was troubled by tsunami/ floods, hydrological disasters are not
solely a matter between the Heaven and the rulers if we try to have a closer look at
how emperors narrated the origin of hydrological calamities. Besides blaming his
“lack of virtue,” Kangxi sometimes attributed problems to the whole government as it
also formed an integral part of the ruling mechanism. He saw cruel, ill-judged, or
ill-motivated actions by the government and its officials as a material force that did
violence to the harmony of Heaven, because of these reasons, hydrological disasters
occurred. In 1679 he wrote, “this is all because the local officials have toadied to the
higher officials, and imposed unauthorized levies on the common people….The
aggrieved and resentful energy-vitality of the modest (or the destitute) reaches Heaven,
thereby causing the summon of such untoward events as floods.”14 Obviously the
emperor sought to use moral meteorological fulminations to put pressure on his
officials, with the implication that if hydrological disasters were to recur they would
be blamed and would be held responsible by the people.
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Yet the above examples, which correlate with moral meteorology, are not enough
to entirely illustrate how High Qing rulers examined the causes of hydrological
disasters, for example emperor Yongzheng saw natural catastrophes in a rather
“scientific way.” Responding to a tsunami in 1724, Yongzheng tried to determine
whether water causations were at a local or a national level. If the hydrological
disasters happened in a local region which is apart from the central capital, local
officials as well as ordinary people should be responsible for those misfortunes. He
stated, “if there are numerous good people (in the local area), and few bad people,
then Heaven will bless the locality with good fortune. Even if there are larger portions
of people with bad conduct, the locality will still receive protection from the God. If
bad people are the majority and good people the minority, then Heaven will send
below the punishment, affecting even the innocents.”15
Emperors in the Qing Dynasty not only narrated the causes of hydrological
disasters, they also provided solutions to overcome these catastrophes. In most of the
time they believed they themselves should first reform and apologized to Heaven on
behalf of their officials or citizens. In order to express their sincerities and to make
requests to the God, most emperors organized grand ceremonies in places where they
believed they could closely communicate with the Upper Sky (jitian 祭天). For
example, Yongzheng declared in 1725, “from the flooding disaster sent down as
punishment by the Heaven, it is an especial warning and an urgent calling messaged
by the Heaven. If we swiftly and sincerely responded to these admonitions, immediate
responses from the Heaven will be delivered.” He further promulgated that “we may
have no means of using self-examination and abstinence to bring back the heart of
Heaven, so allowing these floods to become disasters.”16
All in all, in this article I have tersely showed to readers how the three emperors
narrated hydrological disasters. Noticeably most rulers‟ narrations were not only
confined to the chapters on showing respect for Heaven, applying Mark Elvin‟s
eloquent summary, they also occurred in decrees on “loving the people,” “giving
instruction to officials,” “extending the avenues of communication to the emperor,”
and “consolidating customs.”17 Above all, in their philosophy hydrological disasters
existed because of the “sins (zui 罪)” committed by the emperor himself, by the
government officials, or by the local people. When they explained the causes of water
hazards, the three emperors did not separate the upper classes and the lower classes.
15
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Significantly this attitude is similar to the traditional Chinese notion that “the emperor
should be punished at the same level as the local people if they committed crimes
(tianzi fanfa yu shumin tongzui 天子犯法與庶民同罪).” Furthermore, compared with
the previous dynasties, Qing rulers had further consolidated the power of
interpretations of why “Cosmo-misfortunes” existed, just like how they highly
centralized their ruling and administrative strength in the empire. In addition, unlike
the mid and late Ming leaders, Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong were more active
and adroit to construe ways of resolving “punishments messaged by the Upper Sky.”
It is, thus, always possible for us to analyze and compare emperors‟ political skills to
command the country by evaluating how they narrated and explained hydrological
disasters, or perhaps, any other kinds of natural tragedies in their own way.
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